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Dual-function circular polarization converter for microwave/plasma
processing systems
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Generation of a uniform density plasma has been a key consideration in the design of microwave/
plasma processing systems. A circularly polarized wave can generate a plasma with good azimuthal
uniformity as well as provide strong resonant interaction with the plasma electrons. In this article,
we report the development of a three-port polarization converter which efficiently converts the TE10

wave of a standard rectangular waveguide into a circularly polarized TE11 wave of a cylindrical
waveguide. Employing the same principle for mode conversion, the converter is also made to
function as a protective device of the high power microwave source by providing a separate port for
the return and damping of the reflected wave. Such a converter has been analyzed, constructed, and
tested. At the operating frequency of 2.45 GHz, test results indicate a 25 dB return loss, 97%
end-to-end polarization conversion efficiency, and better than 20 dB rejection of the reflected wave.
The structural simplicity of the device allows high power operation as well as easy construction for
system research and applications. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Design considerations for microwave/plasma process
systems are dictated by factors such as the gas pressure
ization rate, plasma uniformity, ion energy, and etchin
deposition efficiency.1–5 Electron cyclotron resonance~ECR!
heating6–13 has been an actively researched as well as c
mercially employed method for plasma generation. Adv
tages of this method include low gas pressure, high fractio
ionization, and low ion bombarding energies. In the EC
system, electrons are immersed in a region of magnetic fi
where the electron cyclotron frequency equals the wave
quency. A wave of arbitrary polarization launched into t
interaction chamber can be viewed as the sum of
counter-rotating circularly polarized waves. The compon
which rotates in the same sense as electrons will resona
interact with the electrons, resulting in a continuous gain
electron transverse energy. It is thus expected that a si
resonant component of the circularly polarized wave will
most efficiently absorbed by the electrons.

Different ways have been considered to control
plasma uniformity in the ECR system. These generally
volve a combination of optimized radio frequency~rf! field
pattern, magnetic field profile, and chamber geometry.2,3,14

The circularly polarized wave, with its axisymmetric pow
flow, will again be advantageous in generating an azimu
ally uniform plasma.

There are various methods to obtain circular polari
tion. A common technique for producing circular polariz
wave in the lowest order (TE11) mode has been to split th
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input signal into two or four equal amplitude paths but 9
phase shifted~e.g., a turnstile junction!9,15 which is then in-
jected through apertures 90° apart around the circumfere
of the circular waveguide. Thus, there is the problem of o
taining the proper amplitude split and phase shift and ma
taining it over the required bandwidth. Stevenset al. re-
ported such a polarizer with 98% mode purity as well
rejection of the reflected wave.9 Another commonly em-
ployed technique is implemented in a device known as
septum polarizer. This three port device consists of a squ
waveguide bifurcated by a notched or stepped septum
two standard rectangular waveguides, one as the input
and the other as the reflected wave port. By proper m
matching in the septum section, a TE10 wave launched into
the input port will split into a TE10 mode and TE01 mode in
the square output waveguide, equal in amplitude and
separated in phase. If the thickness of the septum is ta
into consideration, it will be difficult to simultaneously con
trol the relative amplitude and phase of the two waves. T
design outlined above is generally useful for narrow ba
width applications.16,17 A recent study18 shows that it is pos-
sible to obtain excellent bandwidth performance~up to 20%!,
low return loss, and high isolation by using ridge
waveguides and a stepped-thickness septum.

Here, we consider a circular polarization converter ba
on a different principle. It features a single port for wa
input and a separate port for the return and absorption of
wave that may be reflected from the plasma chamber.
main element of the converter consists simply of a strai
circular waveguide with its middle section squeezed in
slightly elliptical cross-section. A wave linearly polarized
45° angle with respect to the major and minor axes, up
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the circular polarization con
verter. The converting section is a slightly flattened c
cular waveguide. Cross-sectional views at planesAA,
BB, andCC are shown in Fig. 2.
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entering the elliptical section, will split into two equa
amplitude waves linearly polarized along the major and
nor axes, respectively, and propagating at different ph
velocities.19 The length of the elliptical section is chose
such that the accumulated phase angle difference will be
thus allowing the two waves to combine into a circula
polarized wave when emerging from the other end of
elliptical converting section. Such a converter was origina
developed in theKa band and used successfully in our gyr
tron traveling wave experiments.20,21 Here we present the
first documentation of its operating principles, structural d
tails, and the test results of anS-band model intended for us
in microwave/plasma processing system research.

Section II details the principle of mode conversion
well as the mechanism for the separation of the reflec
wave from the input port. Construction and testing of a p
totype model are presented in Sec. III.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Figure 1 illustrates the circular polarization conver
under study. We divide the mode conversion processes
three stages and discuss below the operational principle
volved in each stage.

A. Input coupling

A standard rectangular input waveguide operating in
fundamental (TE10) mode is attached at right angle to th
sidewall of a circular waveguide where an aperture coup
the two waveguide sections. A microwave short is placed
the left of the aperture to cause all the microwave signa
propagate to the right. The microwave short is a circular tu
with the inner diameter made small enough to complet
attenuate the mode of interest and large enough to a
visual inspection of the plasma chamber downstream.

B. Conversion to circular polarization

As the linearly polarized TE11 wave propagates dow
the circular waveguide, it enters a radially perturbed conv
ing section. The radial perturbation can be of a flatten
circular shape as illustrated in Fig. 2~b! in which the axes
denoted byr 1 and r 2 will be referred to as the minor an
major axes, respectively. The two axes are tilted 45° w
respect to polarization of the TE11 wave. This causes th
TE11 wave to be split into two equal-amplitude linearly p
larized TE11 waves with polarization being parallel to th
major and minor axes@Fig. 2~c!#. Waves 1 and 2 will propa-
gate at different phase velocities which are primarily det
Downloaded 04 Dec 2000  to 140.114.82.92.  Redistribution subject t
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mined by dimensionsr 1 andr 2 , respectively. When the two
waves have propagated a distance sufficient to cause a
phase difference, the resultant sum of the two waves t
becomes a circularly polarized wave@Fig. 2~d!#. At that
point, the waveguide cross section is changed back into
cular shape and the circularly polarized TE11 mode continues
to propagate toward the plasma chamber.

C. Isolation of the reflected wave

When a reflection takes place downstream at the pla
chamber, due to the sudden formation of a plasma for
ample, the reflected wave will be circularly polarized just
the incident wave. However, as it propagates backward al
the converting section, its two linearly polarized compone
will accumulate an additional 90° phase difference, result
in a total phase difference of 180° as they emerge from
left end of the converting section. The sum then become
linearly polarized TE11 wave again, except that its polariza
tion is now rotated by 90° with respect to that shown in F
2~a!. Hence the reflected wave will come out of the reflecte
wave port which is made identical to the input port but l
cated 90° apart@Fig. 2~a!#. Isolation of the reflected wave
from the input port serves to protect the high power mic
wave source under mismatched conditions.

Since the input- and reflected-wave ports are identic
their functions can be interchanged. But then the out
wave will be circularly polarized in the clockwise sense, i.
opposite to that shown in Fig. 2~d!.

FIG. 2. Geometric shape and electric field pattern at different cro
sectional planes of the converter in Fig. 1 as viewed through the witn
hole on the left.~a! Coupling of the rectangular TE10 mode to circular TE11

mode through the aperture at planeAA, ~b! electric field pattern of the wave
as it enters the converting section at planeBB, ~c! splitting of the wave in
~b! into two linearly polarized waves at planeBB, and ~d! the circularly
polarized wave as it emerges from the converting section at planeCC.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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For the purpose of comparing the effects of linearly a
circularly polarized waves on ECR plasma generation,
converter can be modified to generate a pure linearly po
ized wave by simply removing its mode converting sectio

III. CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF AN S-BAND
POLARIZATION CONVERTER

The polarization converter shown in Fig. 1 can be co
structed and optimized with simple tools and a mod
amount of experimenting. The position of the microwa
short and the size of the sidewall aperture are adjuste
provide efficient~nearly 100%! coupling of TE10 mode of
the rectangular waveguide to the linearly polarized TE11

mode in the circular waveguide@Fig. 2~a!#. This is quite
readily done when the operating frequency is below the c
off frequencies of any high order modes in either wavegui
The reflected-wave port is made identical to the input po

The ratio ofr 1 to r 2 shown in Fig. 2~b! is usually in the
range of less than one percent to a few percent. The m
near unity the ratio, the better the coupling. However
lower r 2 /r 1 ratio requires a longer converting section to pr
duce the 90° phase difference between waves 1 and 2@Fig.
2~c!#. The optimum length has to be determined according
the size constraints and coupling efficiency of the particu
application. The converting section can be made by elec
forming techniques but is achieved easily as shown in Fig
by squeezing~with a precision vise! the circular waveguide
between two stainless steel blocks in proper contact with
waveguide. The technique illustrated in Fig. 3 is simple a
the polarization of the output wave can be monitored as
squeeze progresses. When circular polarization is achiev
the chosen frequency~or optimized over a frequency band!,
then the squeeze is stopped.

We have constructed a circular polarization conver
operating in theS band and optimized at the frequency
2.45 GHz. The converting section, made of aluminum, is
cm long with an average radius of;4.6 cm and a major-to-
minor radius ratio of;1.06. The converter is tested on th
setup shown in Fig. 4. The output wave of the converte
radiated into a reflection-free environment and observed
proximately 5 m away, on the axis of the output waveguid
with a rectangular horn antenna mounted on an axially ro
able base.

The radiation field at the position of the horn anten
can be generally expressed as a sum of the right- and
hand circular polarized waves with amplitudesa1 anda2 ,
respectively. Thus we write for the electric field

E5@a1~ex1 iey!1a2~ex2 iey!#e2 ivt. ~1!

FIG. 3. Illustration of the squeezing technique for producing the ra
perturbation on the converting section.
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If the polarization of the receiving horn antenna is o
ented at an anglec with respect to thex axis, then the elec-
tric field strength received by the antenna is

Ec5Ex cos~c!1Ey sin~c!5@a1eic1a2e2 ic#e2 ivt.

Hence, the received power is given by

P5KuEcu25K@ ua1u21ua2u212 Re~a1a2* e2ic!#, ~2!

whereK is a proportionality constant of no significance
the polarization measurement. Clearly as we varyc in Eq.
~2! by rotating the horn antenna, the received power w
alternate between maxima and minima given, respectiv
by

Pmax5K~ ua1u1ua2u!2 ~3!

and

Pmin5K~ ua1u2ua2u!2, ~4!

wherePmax andPmin depend only on the amplitudes, but n
the phase angles, ofa1 anda2 .

We define the polarization ratioR(5ua1 /a2u2) as a
measure of the relative power levels of the two circula
polarized components. By assumingua1u.ua2u, we obtain
from Eqs.~3! and ~4!,

R5
ua1u2

ua2u2
5

@11~Pmin /Pmax!
1/2#2

@12~Pmin /Pmax!
1/2#2 . ~5!

A graphic representation of Eq.~5! is shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. A graphic representation of the polarization ratio as a function
Pmin /Pmax.

l

FIG. 4. The test setup for polarization measurement of the output wave f
the converter.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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In the test, the state of polarization of the converter o
put was monitored while the converting section was be
squeezed by the method shown in Fig. 3. The power rece
by the horn antenna, as the rectangular horn antenna un
went a 360° rotation, was recorded in polar coordinates
Fig. 6. Pmax and Pmin as read from the polarization pattern
in Fig. 6 can be used to infer the polarization ratio throu
Eq. ~5!. Figure 6~a! represents a linearly polarized wav
~R51 or Pmin50! from the output end of an unsqueez
converting section. Figure 6~b! shows an elliptically polar-
ized wave (R.32.4) from the output end of a half-wa
squeezed converting section. As the converting section
optimally squeezed, the measured polarization@Fig. 6~c!#
was almost completely circular, with a polarization ratio
;3400.

Dispersive properties of the waveguide modes are
duced as the wave frequency increases. Hence, the acc
lated phase difference~Df! between the two linearly polar
ized waves in Fig. 2~c! is, rather than a constant, a decreas

FIG. 6. Measured polarization states of the 2.45 GHz output wave emer
from the converter with~a! an unsqueezed converting section,~b! and
under-squeezed converting section, and~c! an optimally squeezed conver
ing section.
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function of the wave frequency. Figure 7 shows the m
sured polarization ratio~in log scale! as a function of the
frequency. The polarization ratio has a maximum near 2
GHz, the frequency of our high power source. For frequ
cies lower and higher than 2.45 GHz, the converting sec
is over and under squeezed, respectively, both resulting
lower polarization ratio.

As shown in Fig. 7, the converter is relatively broa
band for ECR applications, with a bandwidth of;4% within
which the polarization ratio exceeds 100. In the construct
of the converter, the slope of the polarization ratio as a fu
tion of the frequency provides a useful test as to whether
converting section is optimally squeezed for the desired
quency. A negative slope at the desired frequency indica
under squeezing~Df,90°!, A positive slope indicates ove
squeezing~Df.90°!.

With a matched load placed at the output port, the c
verter exhibits very low return loss. As shown in Fig. 8, t
return loss measured at the input port is 25 dB at 2.45 G
and lower than 20 dB over a bandwidth of 4%. The lo
return loss~Fig. 8! and high polarization ratio~Fig. 7! make
the device a highly efficient polarization converter. The co
version loss principally comes from the ohmic dissipation
the aluminum walls~;3% from input port to output port!,

ng

FIG. 7. Frequency response of the converter with its converting sec
optimized for 2.45 GHz.

FIG. 8. Return loss measured at the input port with the output port ter
nated by a matched load.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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which can be reduced by, for example, coating the walls w
a good conducting material.

The isolation of the reflected wave can be measured
placing a short at the output port. The circularly polariz
wave will be totally reflected at the short. On its return pa
the reflected wave~circularly polarized at the shorted end!
will convert back to a linearly polarized wave at the inp
end with its polarization rotated by 90° with respect to that
the incident wave~as described in Sec. II!. Over a bandwidth
of 4% centered at 2.45 GHz, powers of the reflected wav
measured at the reflected-wave port and input port~Fig. 1!
are, respectively, 93% and less than 1% of the incid
power, the rest being dissipated on the converter walls. T
the converter provides a 20 dB rejection of the reflec
wave over a bandwidth of;4%. This, together with its
simple structure, permits high power operation without
use of an isolator for the protection of the source.
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